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A VARIATIONAL FINITE VOLUME SCHEME FOR WASSERSTEIN
GRADIENT FLOWS
CLÉMENT CANCÈS, THOMAS O. GALLOUËT, AND GABRIELE TODESCHI
Abstract. We propose a variational finite volume scheme to approximate the solutions to
Wasserstein gradient flows. The time discretization is based on an implicit linearization of the
Wasserstein distance expressed thanks to Benamou-Brenier formula, whereas space discretization
relies on upstream mobility two-point flux approximation finite volumes. Our scheme is based
on a first discretize then optimize approach in order to preserve the variational structure of the
continuous model at the discrete level. Our scheme can be applied to a wide range of energies,
guarantees non-negativity of the discrete solutions as well as decay of the energy. We show that
our scheme admits a unique solution whatever the convex energy involved in the continuous prob-
lem, and we prove its convergence in the case of the linear Fokker-Planck equation with positive
initial density. Numerical illustrations show that it is first order accurate in both time and space,
and robust with respect to both the energy and the initial profile.
1. A strategy to approximate Wasserstein gradient flows
1.1. Generalities about Wasserstein gradient flows. Given a convex and bounded open subset
Ω of Rd, a strictly convex and proper energy functional E : L1(Ω;R+) → [0,+∞], and given an
initial density ρ0 ∈ L1(Ω;R+) with finite energy, i.e. such that E(ρ0) < +∞, we want to solve
problems of the form:
(1)

∂t%−∇ · (%∇ δEδρ [%]) = 0 in QT = Ω× (0, T ),
%∇ δEδρ [%] · n = 0 on ΣT = ∂Ω× (0, T ),
%(·, 0) = ρ0 in Ω.
Equation (1) expresses the continuity equation for a time evolving density %, starting from the
initial condition ρ0, convected by the velocity field −∇ δEδρ [%]. The mixed boundary condition the
system is subjected to represents a no flux condition across the boundary of the domain for the
mass: the total mass is therefore preserved.
It is now well understood since the pioneering works of Otto [33, 50, 51] that equations of the
form of (1) can be interpreted as the gradient flow in the Wasserstein space w.r.t. the energy
E [2]. A gradient flow is an evolution stemming from an initial condition and evolving at each
time following the steepest decreasing direction of a prescribed functional. Consider the space
P(Ω) of nonnegative measures defined on the bounded and convex domain Ω with prescribed total
mass that are absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure (hence P(Ω) ⊂ L1(Ω;R+)). The
Wasserstein distance W2 between two densities ρ, µ ∈ P(Ω) is the cost to transport one into the
other in an optimal way with respect to the cost given by the squared euclidean distance, namely
the optimization problem
(2) W 22 (ρ, µ) = min
γ∈Γ(ρ,µ)
∫∫
Ω×Ω
|y − x|2dγ(x,y),
1
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with the set Γ(ρ, µ) of admissible transport plans given by
Γ(ρ, µ) =
{
γ ∈ P(Ω× Ω) : γ1 = ρ, γ2 = µ
}
,
where γ1, γ2 denote the first and second marginal measure, respectively.
A typical example of problem entering the framework of (1) is the linear Fokker-Planck equation
(3) ∂t% = ∆%+∇ · (%∇V ) in QT ,
complemented with no-flux boundary conditions and an initial condition. In (3), V ∈ W 1,∞(Ω)
denotes a Lipschitz continuous exterior potential. In this case, the energy functional is
(4) E(ρ) =
∫
Ω
[ρ log
ρ
e−V
− ρ+ e−V ]dx.
The potential V is defined up to an additive constant, which can be adjusted so that the densities
e−V and ρ0 have the same mass. Beside this simple example studied for instance in [33, 10],
many problems have been proven to exhibit the same variational structure. Porous media flows
[51, 37, 15], magnetic fluids [50], supraconductivity [4, 3], crowd motions [45], aggregation processes
in biology [22, 9], semiconductor devices modelling [35], or multiphase mixtures [18, 32] are just few
examples of problems that can be represented as gradient flows in the Wasserstein space. Designing
efficient numerical schemes for approximating their solutions is therefore a major issue and our
leading motivation.
1.2. JKO semi-discretization. An intriguing question is how to solve numerically a gradient flow.
Problem (1) can of course be directly discretized and solved using one of the many tools available
nowadays for the numerical approximation of partial differential equations. The development of
energy diminishing numerical methods based on classical ODE solvers for the march in time has
been the purpose of many contributions in the recent past, see for instance [8, 16, 17, 13, 54, 49, 19].
Nevertheless, the aforementioned methods disregard the fact that the trajectory aims at optimizing
the energy decay, in opposition to methods based on minimizing movement scheme (often called
JKO scheme after [33]). This scheme can be thought as a generalization to the space P(Ω) (the
mass being defined by the initial data ρ0) equipped with the metric W2 of the backward Euler
scheme and writes:
(5)
{
ρ0τ = ρ
0,
ρnτ ∈ argminρ 12τW 22 (ρ, ρn−1τ ) + E(ρ).
The parameter τ is the time discretization step. Scheme (5) generates a sequence of measures
(ρnτ )n≥1. Using this sequence it is possible to construct a time dependent measure by gluing them
together in a piecewise constant (in time) fashion: ρτ (t) = ρnτ , for t ∈ (tn−1 = (n − 1)τ, tn = nτ ].
Under suitable assumptions on the functional E , it is possible to prove the uniform convergence in
time of this measure to weak solutions % of (1) (see for instance [2] or [53]).
Lagrangian numerical methods appear to be very natural (especially in dimension 1) to approx-
imate the Wasserstein distance and thus the solution to (5). This was already noticed in [36], and
motivated numerous contributions, see for instance [43, 12, 44, 34, 23, 20, 38]. In our approach, we
rather consider an Eulerian method based on Finite Volumes for the space discretization. The link
between monotone Finite Volumes and optimal transportation was simultaneously highlighted by
Mielke [46] and Maas [41, 29, 25, 42, 30]. But these works only focuses on the space discretization,
whereas we are interested in the fully discrete setting. Moreover, the approximation based on up-
stream mobility we propose in Section 2.3 does not enter their framework. Last but not least, let us
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mention the so-called ALG2-JKO scheme [7, 14] where the optimization problem (5) is discretized
and then solved thanks to an augmented Lagrangian iterative method. Our approach is close to
the one of [7], with the goal to obtain a faster numerical solver.
Thanks to formal calculations, let us highlight the connection of the minimization problem in-
volved at each step of (5) with a system coupling a forward in time conservation law with a backward
in time Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equation. The problem can be rewritten thanks to Benamou-Brenier
dynamic formulation of optimal transport [6] as
(6) inf
ρ,v
1
2
∫ tn
tn−1
∫
Ω
ρ|v|2dxdt+ E(ρ(tn)),
where the density and velocity curves satisfy weakly
(7)

∂tρ+∇ · (ρv) = 0 in Ω× (tn−1, tn),
ρv · n = 0 on ∂Ω× (tn−1, tn),
ρ(tn−1) = ρn−1τ in Ω.
The next value ρnτ is chosen equal to ρ(tn) for the optimal ρ in (6)–(7). Using the momentum
m = ρv instead of v as a variable, and incorporating the constraint (7) in (6) yields the saddle-
point problem
(8) inf
ρ,m
sup
φ
∫ tn
tn−1
∫
Ω
|m|2
2ρ
dxdt+
∫ tn
tn−1
∫
Ω
(ρ∂tφ+m · ∇φ)dxdt
+
∫
Ω
[φ(tn−1)ρn−1τ − φ(tn)ρ(tn)]dx+ E(ρ(tn)).
We will refer to (8) as the primal problem. The dual problem is obtained by exchanging inf and
sup in (8). Strong duality can be proven and the problem hence does not change. Optimizing first
w.r.t. m leads to m = −ρ∇φ, so that the dual problem writes
(9) sup
φ
inf
ρ
∫ tn
tn−1
∫
Ω
(∂tφ− 1
2
|∇φ|2)ρdxdt+
∫
Ω
[φ(tn−1)ρn−1τ − φ(tn)ρ(tn)]dx+ E(ρ(tn)).
Because of the first term in (9), the infimum is equal to −∞ unless −∂tφ + 12 |∇φ|2 ≤ 0 a.e. in
Ω × (tn−1, tn), with equality ρ-almost everywhere since ρ ≥ 0. Moreover, optimizing w.r.t. ρ(tn)
provides that φ(tn) ≤ δEδρ [ρ(tn)] with equality ρ(tn)-almost everywhere. Hence the dual problem
can be rewritten as
(10) sup
φ(tn−1)
∫
Ω
φ(tn−1)ρn−1τ dx+ inf
ρ(tn)
[
E(ρ(tn))−
∫
Ω
φ(tn)ρ(tn)dx
]
,
subject to the constraints
(11)
{
−∂tφ+ 12 |∇φ|2 ≤ 0 in Ω× (tn−1, tn),
φ(tn) ≤ δEδρ [ρ(tn)] in Ω.
On the one hand the monotonicity of the backward HJ equation −∂tφ+ 12 |∇φ|2 = f with respect
to its right-hand side f ≤ 0 implies that given φ(tn), the solution (which exists) of−∂tφ+ 12 |∇φ|2 = 0
gives a bigger value at φ(tn−1) and thus a better competitor for (11). On the other given φ,
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among all the ρ satisfying the constraint, the competitor ρ¯ = δEδρ
−1
(φ(tn)) is optimal. Indeed let
Gφ(tn)(ρ) = E(ρ)−
∫
Ω
φ(tn)ρ, the convexity of E at ρ¯ implies
Gφ(tn)(ρ) = E(ρ)−
∫
Ω
φ(tn)ρdx ≥
∫
Ω
δE(ρ¯)
δρ
(ρ− ρ¯)dx+ E(ρ¯)−
∫
Ω
φ(tn)ρdx
=
∫
Ω
φ(tn)(ρ− ρ¯)dx+ E(ρ¯)−
∫
Ω
φ(tn)ρ¯dx = Gφ(tn)(ρ¯).
At the end of the day, the primal-dual optimality conditions of problem (5) finally amounts to
the mean field game
(12)
{
∂tφ− 12 |∇φ|2 = 0,
∂tρ−∇ · (ρ∇φ) = 0,
in Ω× (tn−1, tn), with
{
ρ(tn−1) = ρn−1τ ,
φ(tn) = δEδρ [ρ(t
n)],
in Ω.
The optimal ρnτ of (5) is then equal to ρ(tn). The no-flux boundary condition reduces to ∇φ ·n = 0
on ∂Ω× (tn−1, tn).
The approximation of the system (12) is a natural strategy to approximate the solution to (1).
This approach was for instance at the basis of the works [7, 21]. These methods require a sub-time
stepping to solve system (12) on each interval (tn−1, tn), yielding a possibly important computa-
tional cost. The avoidance of this sub-time stepping is the main motivation of the time discretization
we propose now.
1.3. Implicit linearization of the Wasserstein distance and LJKO scheme. Let us intro-
duce in the semi-discrete in time setting the time discretization to be used in the fully discrete
setting later on. The following ansatz is at the basis of our approach: when τ is small, ρnτ is close to
ρn−1τ . Then owing to [55, Section 7.6] (see also [52]), the Wasserstein distance between two densities
ρ and µ of P(Ω) is close to some weighted H−1 distance, namely
(13) ‖ρ− µ‖H˙−1ρ = W2(ρ, µ) + o(W2(ρ, µ)), ∀ρ, µ ∈ P(Ω).
In the above formula, we denoted by
(14) ‖h‖H˙−1ρ =
{
sup
ϕ
∫
Ω
hϕdx
∣∣∣∣ ‖ϕ‖H˙1ρ ≤ 1
}
, with ‖ϕ‖H˙1ρ =
(∫
Ω
ρ|∇ϕ|2dx
)1/2
,
so that ‖ρ− µ‖H˙−1ρ = ‖ψ‖H˙1ρ with ψ solution to
(15)
{
ρ− µ−∇ · (ρ∇ψ) = 0 in Ω,
∇ψ · n = 0 on ∂Ω.
Indeed, in view of (14)–(15), there holds∫
Ω
(ρ− µ)ϕdx = −
∫
Ω
∇ · (ρ∇ψ)ϕdx =
∫
Ω
ρ∇ψ · ∇ϕdx ≤ ‖ψ‖H˙1ρ‖ϕ‖H˙1ρ ,
with equality if ϕ = ψ/‖ψ‖H˙1ρ . Equation (15) can be thought as a linearization of the Monge-
Ampère equation.
In view of (13), a natural idea is to replace the Wasserstein distance by the weighted H˙−1ρ norm
in (5), leading to what we call the implicitly linearized JKO (or LJKO) scheme:
(16) ρnτ ∈ argmin
ρ∈P(Ω)
1
2τ
∥∥ρ− ρn−1τ ∥∥2H˙−1ρ (Ω) + E(ρ), n ≥ 1.
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The choice of an implicit weight ρ in (16) appears to be particularly important when {ρn−1τ = 0}
has a non-empty interior set, which can not be properly invaded by the ρnτ if one chooses the explicit
(but computationally cheaper) weight ρn−1τ as in [48]. Our time discretization is close to the one
that was proposed very recently in [40] where the introduction on inner time stepping was also
avoided. In [40], the authors introduce a regularisation term based on Fisher information, which
mainly amounts to stabilize the scheme thanks to some additional non-degenerate diffusion. In
our approach, we manage to avoid this additional stabilization term by taking advantage of the
monotonicity of the involved operators.
At each step n ≥ 1, (16) can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem. To highlight
its convexity, we perform the change of variables (ρ, ψ) 7→ (ρ,m = −ρ∇ψ), in analogy with (6),
and rewrite step n as:
(17) inf
ρ,m
∫
Ω
|m|2
2τρ
dx+ E(ρ), subject to:
{
ρ− ρn−1τ +∇ ·m = 0 in Ω,
m · n = 0 on ∂Ω.
Incorporating the constraint in the above formulation yields the following inf-sup problem:
(18) inf
ρ,m
sup
φ
∫
Ω
|m|2
2τρ
dx−
∫
Ω
(ρ− ρn−1τ )φ dx+
∫
Ω
m · ∇φdx+ E(ρ),
the supremum w.r.t. φ being +∞ unless the constraint is satisfied. Problem (18) is strictly convex
in (ρ,m) and concave (since linear) in φ. Exploiting Fenchel-Rockafellar duality theory it is possible
to show that strong duality holds, so that (18) is equivalent to its dual problem where the inf and
the sup have been swapped. Optimizing w.r.t. to m yields the optimality condition m = −τρ∇φ,
hence the problem reduces to
(19) sup
φ
∫
Ω
ρn−1τ φdx+ inf
ρ
∫
Ω
(−φ− τ
2
|∇φ|2)ρdx+ E(ρ).
The problem is now strictly convex in ρ and concave in φ. Optimizing w.r.t. ρ leads to the optimality
condition
(20) φnτ +
τ
2
|∇φnτ |2 ≤
δE
δρ
[ρnτ ],
with equality on {ρnτ > 0}. In the above formula, φnτ denote the optimal φ realizing the sup
in (19). Similarly to was was done in the previous section for the JKO scheme, it is possible to
show again that saturating inequality (20) on {ρnτ = 0} is optimal since the mapping f 7→ φ solution
to φ+ τ2 |∇φ|2 = f is monotone. Finally, the optimality conditions for the LJKO problem (16) write
(21)

φnτ +
τ
2
|∇φnτ |2 =
δE
δρ
[ρnτ ],
ρnτ − ρn−1τ
τ
−∇ · (ρnτ∇φnτ ) = 0,
set on Ω, complemented with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition ∇φnτ · n = 0 on ∂Ω. We
can interpret (21) as the one step resolvent of the mean-field game (12). Both the forward in time
continuity equation and the backward in time HJ equation are discretized thanks to one step of
backward Euler scheme.
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1.4. Goal and organisation of the paper. As already noted, most of the numerical methods
based on backward Euler scheme disregard the optimal character of the trajectory t 7→ %(t) of the
exact solution to (1). Rather than discretizing directly the PDE (1), which can be thought as
the Euler-Lagrange equation for the steepest descent of the energy, we propose to first discretize
w.r.t. space the functional appearing in the optimization problem (16), and then to optimize. The
corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations will then encode the optimality of the trajectory. The
choice of the LJKO scheme (16) rather than the classical JKO scheme (5) is motivated by the
fact that solving (21) is computationally affordable. Indeed, it merely demands to approximate
two functions ρnτ , φnτ rather than time depending trajectories in function space as for the JKO
scheme (12). This allows in particular to avoid inner time stepping as in [7, 21], making our
approach much more tractable to solve complex problems.
Two-Point Flux Approximation (TPFA) Finite Volumes are a natural solution for the space dis-
cretization. The are naturally locally conservative thus well-suited to approximate the conservation
laws. Moreover, they naturally transpose to the discrete setting the monotonicity properties of the
continuous operators. Monotonicity was crucial in the derivation of the optimality conditions (21),
as it will also be the case in the fully discrete framework later on. This led us to use upstream
mobilities in the definition of the discrete counterpart of the squared H˙1ρ norm. The system (21)
thus admits a discrete counterpart (36). The derivation of the fully discrete Finite Volume scheme
based on the LJKO time discretization is performed in Section 2, where we also establish the well-
posedness of the scheme, as well as the preservation at the discrete level of fundamental properties
of the continuous model, namely the non-negativity of the densities and the decay of the energy
along time. In Section 3, we show that our scheme converges in the case of the Fokker-Planck
equation (3) under the assumption that the initial density is bounded from below by a positive
constant. Even though we do not treat problem (1) in its full generality, this results shows for the
consistency of the scheme. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to numerical results, where our scheme is
tested on several problems including systems.
2. A variational Finite Volume scheme
The goal of this section is to define the fully discrete scheme to solve (1), and to exhibit some
important properties of the scheme. But at first, let us give some assumptions and notations on
the mesh.
2.1. Discretization of Ω. The domain Ω ⊂ Rd is assumed to be polygonal if d = 2 or polyhedral
if d = 3. The specifications on the mesh are classical for TPFA Finite Volumes [27]. More precisely,
an admissible mesh of Ω is a triplet
(T ,Σ, (xK)K∈T ) such that the following conditions are fulfilled.
(i) Each control volume (or cell) K ∈ T is non-empty, open, polyhedral and convex. We assume
that K ∩ L = ∅ if K,L ∈ T with K 6= L, while ⋃K∈T K = Ω. The Lebesgue measure of
K ∈ T is denoted by mK > 0.
(ii) Each face σ ∈ Σ is closed and is contained in a hyperplane of Rd, with positive (d − 1)-
dimensional Hausdorff (or Lebesgue) measure denoted by mσ = Hd−1(σ) > 0. We assume
that Hd−1(σ ∩σ′) = 0 for σ, σ′ ∈ Σ unless σ′ = σ. For all K ∈ T , we assume that there exists
a subset ΣK of Σ such that ∂K =
⋃
σ∈ΣK σ. Moreover, we suppose that
⋃
K∈T ΣK = Σ.
Given two distinct control volumes K,L ∈ T , the intersection K ∩L either reduces to a single
face σ ∈ Σ denoted by K|L, or its (d− 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure is 0.
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(iii) The cell-centers (xK)K∈T ⊂ Ω are pairwise distinct and are such that, if K,L ∈ T share a
face K|L, then the vector xL − xK is orthogonal to K|L and has the same orientation as the
normal nKL to K|L outward w.r.t. K.
Cartesian grids, Delaunay triangulations or Voronoï tessellations are typical examples of admissible
meshes in the above sense. Since no boundary fluxes appear in our problem, the boundary faces
Σext = {σ ⊂ ∂Ω} are not involved in our computations. Nonzeros fluxes may only occur across
internal faces σ ∈ Σ = Σ \ Σext. We denote by ΣK = ΣK ∩ Σ the internal faces belonging to
∂K, and by NK the neighboring cells of K, i.e., NK = {L ∈ T | K|L ∈ ΣK}. For each internal
face σ = K|L ∈ Σ, we refer to the diamond cell ∆σ as the polyhedron whose edges join xK and
xL to the vertices of σ. The diamond cell ∆σ is convex if xK ∈ K and xL ∈ L. Denoting by
dσ = |xK − xL|, the measure m∆σ of ∆σ is then equal to mσdσ/d, where d stands for the space
dimension. The transmissivity of the face σ ∈ Σ is defined by aσ = mσ/dσ.
The space RT is equipped with the scalar product
〈h,φ〉T =
∑
K∈T
hKφKmK , ∀h = (hK)K∈T ,φ = (φK)K∈T ,
which mimics the usual scalar product on L2(Ω).
2.2. Upstream weighted dissipation potentials. Since the LJKO time discretization presented
in Section 1.3 relies on weighted H˙1ρ and H−1ρ norms, we introduce the discrete counterparts to be
used in the sequel. As it will be explained in what follows, the upwinding yields to problems to
introduce discrete counterparts to the norms. To bypass this difficulty, we adopt a formalism based
on dissipation potentials inspired from the one of generalized gradient flows introduced by Mielke
in [46]. This framework was used for instance to study the convergence of the semi-discrete in space
squareroot Finite Volume approximation of the Fokker-Planck equation, see [31].
Let ρ = (ρK)K∈T ∈ RT+, and let φ = (φK)K∈T ∈ RT , then we define the upstream weighted
discrete counterpart of 12‖φ‖2H˙1ρ by
(22) Ψ∗T (ρ;φ) =
1
2
∑
σ∈Σ
σ=K|L
aσρσ (φK − φL)2 ≥ 0,
where ρσ denotes the upwind value of ρ on σ ∈ Σ:
(23) ρσ =
{
ρK if φK > φL,
ρL if φK < φL,
∀σ = K|L ∈ Σ.
Because of the upwind choice of the mobility (23), the functional (22) is not symmetric, i.e.,
Ψ∗T (ρ;φ) 6= Ψ∗T (ρ;−φ) in general, which prohibits to define a semi-norm from Ψ∗T (ρ; ·). But
one easily checks that φ 7→ Ψ∗T (ρ,φ) is convex, continuous thus lower semi-continuous (l.s.c.) and
proper.
Let us now turn to the definition of the discrete counterpart of 12‖ · ‖2H˙−1ρ . To this end, we
introduce the space FT ⊂ R2Σ of conservative fluxes. An element F of FT is made of two outward
fluxes FKσ, FLσ for each σ = K|L ∈ Σ, and one flux FKσ per boundary face σ ∈ ΣK . We impose
the conservativity across each internal faces
(24) FKσ + FLσ = 0, ∀σ = K|L ∈ Σ.
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In what follows, we denote by Fσ = |FKσ| = |FL,σ|. There are no flux across the boundary faces.
The space FT is then defined as
FT =
{
F = (FKσ, FLσ)σ=K|L∈Σ ∈ R2Σ
∣∣∣ (24) holds} .
Now, we define the subspace
RT0 =
{
h = (hK)K∈T ∈ RT
∣∣ 〈h,1〉T = 0}
and
(25) ΨT (ρ;h) = inf
F
∑
σ∈Σ
(Fσ)
2
2ρσ
dσmσ ≥ 0, ∀h ∈ RT0 ,
where the minimization over F is restricted to the linear subspace of FT such that
(26) hKmK =
∑
σ∈ΣK
mσFKσ, ∀K ∈ T .
In (25), ρσ denotes the upwind value w.r.t. F , i.e.,
(27) ρσ =
{
ρK if FKσ > 0,
ρL if FLσ > 0,
∀σ = K|L ∈ Σ.
In the case where some ρσ vanish, we adopt the following convention in (25) and in what follows:
(Fσ)
2
2ρσ
=
{
0 if Fσ = 0 and ρσ = 0,
+∞ if Fσ > 0 and ρσ = 0,
∀σ ∈ Σ.
Remark that this condition is similar to the one implicitly used in (8) and (17). Summing (26)
over K ∈ T and using the conservativity across the edges (24), one notices that there is no F ∈ FT
satisfying (26) unless h ∈ RT0 . But when h ∈ RT0 , the minimization set in (25) is never empty. Note
that ΨT (ρ;h) may take infinite values when ρ vanishes on some cells, for instance ΨT (ρ;h) = +∞
if hK > 0 and ρK = 0 for some K ∈ T .
Formula (25) deserves some comments. This sum is built to approximate
∫
Ω
|m|2
2ρ dx. The flux
Fσ approximates |m ·nσ|, and thus encodes the information onm only in the one direction (normal
to the face σ) over d. But on the other hand, the volume dσmσ is equal to dm∆σ which allows
to hope that the sum is a consistent approximation of the integral. This remark has a strong link
with the notion of inflated gradients introduced in [24, 26]. The convergence proof carried out in
Section 3 somehow shows the non-obvious consistency of this formula.
At the continuous level, the norms ‖ ·‖H˙1ρ and ‖ ·‖H−1ρ are in duality. This property is transposed
to the discrete level in the following sense.
Lemma 2.1. Given ρ ≥ 0, the functionals h 7→ ΨT (ρ;h) and φ 7→ Ψ∗T (ρ;φ) are one another
Legendre transforms in the sense that
(28) ΨT (ρ;h) = sup
φ
〈h,φ〉T −Ψ∗T (ρ;φ), ∀h ∈ RT0 .
In particular, both are proper convex l.s.c. functionals. Moreover, if ΨT (ρ;h) is finite, then there
exists a discrete Kantorovitch potential φ solving
(29) hKmK =
∑
σ∈ΣK
σ=K|L
aσρσ(φK − φL), ∀K ∈ T ,
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such that
(30) ΨT (ρ;h) = Ψ∗T (ρ;φ) =
1
2
〈h,φ〉T .
Proof. Let ρ ≥ 0 be fixed. Incorporating the constraint (26) in (25), and using the definition of ρσ
and the twice conservativity constraint (24), we obtain the saddle point primal problem
ΨT (ρ;h) = inf
F
sup
φ
∑
σ∈Σ
σ=K|L
[
((FKσ)
+)
2
2ρK
+
((FKσ)
−)2
2ρL
]
mσdσ
+
∑
K∈T
hKφKmK −
∑
σ∈Σ
σ=K|L
mσFKσ(φK − φL).
The functional in the right-hand side is convex and coercive w.r.t. F and linear w.r.t. φ, so that
strong duality holds. We can exchange the sup and the inf in the above formula to obtain the dual
problem, and we minimize first w.r.t. F , leading to
FKσ = ρσ
φK − φL
dσ
, ∀σ = K|L ∈ Σ.
Substituting FKσ by ρσ φK−φLdσ in the dual problem leads to (28), while the constraint (26) turns to
(29). The fact that Ψ∗T (ρ, ·) is also the Legendre transform of ΨT (ρ, ·) follows from the fact that it
is convex l.s.c., hence equal to its relaxation.
When ΨT (ρ;h) is finite, then the supremum in (28) is achieved, ensuring the existence of the
corresponding discrete Kantorovitch potentials φ. Finally, multiplying (29) by the optimal φK and
by summing over K ∈ T yields 〈h,φ〉T = 2Ψ∗T (ρ;φ). Substituting this relation in (28) shows the
relation ΨT (ρ;h) = Ψ∗T (ρ;φ). 
Our next lemma can be seen as an adaptation to our setting of a well known properties of optimal
transportation, namely ρ 7→ 12W 22 (ρ, µ) is convex, which is key in the study of Wasserstein gradient
flows.
Lemma 2.2. Let µ ∈ RT+, the function ρ 7→ ΨT (ρ;µ−ρ) is proper and convex on (µ+RT0 )∩RT+.
Proof. The function ρ 7→ ΨT (ρ;µ − ρ) is proper since it is equal to 0 at ρ = µ. Then it follows
from (28) that
(31) ΨT (ρ;µ− ρ) = sup
φ
〈µ− ρ,φ〉T −Ψ∗T (ρ;φ).
Since ρ 7→ Ψ∗T (ρ;φ) is linear, ΨT (ρ;µ− ρ) is defined as the supremum of linear functions, whence
it is convex. 
2.3. A variational upstream mobility Finite Volume scheme. The finite volume discretiza-
tion replaces the functions ρnτ , φnτ at time step n ≥ 1 defined on Ω with the vectors ρn ∈ RT+ and
φn ∈ RT . In each cell K, the restriction of each of these functions is approximated by a single
real number ρnK , φ
n
K , which can be thought as its mean value located in the cell center xK . Given
ρ0 ∈ RT+, the space PT which is the discrete counterpart of P(Ω) is then defined by
PT =
{
ρ ∈ RT+
∣∣ 〈ρ,1〉T = 〈ρ0,1〉T } = (ρ0 + RT0 ) ∩ RT+.
It is compact. The energy E is discretized into a strictly convex functional ET ∈ C1(RT+;R+) that
we do not specify yet. We refer to Sections 3 and 4 for explicit examples.
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We have introduced all the necessary material to introduce our numerical scheme, which combines
upstream weighted Finite Volumes for the space discretization and the LJKO time discretization:
(32) ρn ∈ argmin
ρ∈PT
1
τ
ΨT (ρ;ρn−1 − ρ) + ET (ρ), n ≥ 1.
A further characterization of the scheme is needed for its practical implementation, but the con-
densed expression (32) already provides crucial informations gathered in the following theorem.
Note in particular that our scheme automatically preserves mass and the positivity since the solu-
tions (ρn)n≥1 belong to PT .
Theorem 2.3. For all n ≥ 1, there exists a unique solution ρn ∈ PT to (32). Moreover, energy is
dissipated along the time steps. More precisely,
(33) ET (ρn) ≤ ET (ρn) + 1
τ
ΨT (ρn;ρn−1 − ρn) ≤ ET (ρn−1), ∀n ≥ 1.
Proof. The functional ρ 7→ 1τΨT (ρ;ρn−1−ρ) +ET (ρ) l.s.c. and strictly convex on the compact set
PT in view of Lemma 2.2 and of the assumptions on ET . Moreover, it is proper since ρn−1 belongs
to its domain. Therefore, it admits a unique minimum on PT . The energy / energy dissipation
estimate (33) is obtained by choosing ρ = ρn−1 as a competitor in (32). 
In view of (31), and after rescaling the dual variable φ← φτ , solving (32) amounts to solve the
saddle point problem
(34) inf
ρ≥0
sup
φ
〈
ρn−1 − ρ,φ〉T − τ2 ∑
σ∈Σ
σ=K|L
aσρσ(φK − φL)2 + ET (ρ).
which is equivalent to its dual problem
(35) sup
φ
inf
ρ≥0
〈
ρn−1 − ρ,φ〉T − τ2 ∑
σ∈Σ
σ=K|L
aσρσ(φK − φL)2 + ET (ρ).
Our strategy for the practical computation of the solution to (32) is to solve the system correspond-
ing to the optimality conditions of (35). So far, we did not take advantage of the upwind choice
of the mobility (23) (we only used the linearity of (ρ,φ) 7→ (ρσ)σ∈Σ in the proofs of Lemmas 2.1
and 2.2, which also holds true for a centered choice of the mobilities). The upwinding will be key
in the proof of the following theorem, which, roughly speaking, states that there is no need of a
Lagrange multiplier for the constraint ρ ≥ 0.
Theorem 2.4. The unique solution (ρn,φn) to system
(36)

mKφ
n
K +
τ
2
∑
σ∈ΣK
aσ
(
(φnK − φnL)+
)2
=
∂ET
∂ρK
(ρn),
(ρnK − ρn−1K )mK + τ
∑
σ∈ΣK
aσρ
n
σ(φ
n
K − φnL) = 0,
∀K ∈ T ,
where ρnσ denotes the upwind value, i.e.,
ρnσ =
{
ρnK if φ
n
K > φ
n
L,
ρnL if φ
n
K < φ
n
L,
∀σ = K|L ∈ Σ,
is a saddle point of (35).
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System (36) is the discrete counterpart of (21), whose derivation relied on the monotonicity of
the inverse of the operator φ 7→ φ+ τ2 |∇φ|2. Before proving Theorem 2.4, let us show that the space
discretization preserves this property at the discrete level. To this end, we introduce the functional
G = (GK)K ∈ C1(RT ;RT ) defined by
GK(φ) := φK + τ
2mK
∑
σ∈ΣK
σ=K|L
aσ
(
(φK − φL)+
)2
, ∀K ∈ T .
Lemma 2.5. Given f ∈ RT , there exists a unique solution to G(φ) = f , and it satisfies
(37) minf ≤ φ ≤ maxf .
Moreover, let φ, φ˜ be the solutions corresponding to f and f˜ respectively, then
(38) f ≥ f˜ =⇒ φ ≥ φ˜.
Proof. Given f ≥ f˜ and φ, φ˜ corresponding solutions, let K∗ be the cell such that
φK∗ − φ˜K∗ = min
K∈T
(
φK − φ˜K
)
.
Then, for all the neighboring cells L of K∗, it holds φK∗− φ˜K∗ ≤ φL− φ˜L and therefore φK∗−φL ≤
φ˜K∗ − φ˜L which implies
(39)
τ
2mK
∑
σ∈ΣK∗
σ=K∗|L
aσ
(
(φK∗ − φL)+
)2 ≤ τ
2mK
∑
σ∈ΣK∗
σ=K∗|L
aσ
(
(φ˜K∗ − φ˜L)+
)2
.
Recall f ≥ f˜ so GK∗(φ) ≥ GK∗(φ˜) together with (39) it yields φK∗ ≥ φ˜K∗ . Finally as in K∗
the difference φK − φ˜K is minimal, we obtain φK ≥ φ˜K for all K ∈ T . The uniqueness of the
solution φ of G(φ) = f follows directly. The maximum principle (37) is also a straightforward
consequence of (38) as one can compare φ to (minf)1 and (maxf)1 which are fixed points of
G. Finally, existence follows from Leray-Schauder fixed-point theorem [39] as the bounds (37) are
uniform whatever τ ≥ 0. 
With Lemma 2.5 at hand, we can now prove Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Uniqueness of the solution ρn to (32) was already proved in Theorem 2.3.
Owing to (33), ΨT (ρn;ρn−1 − ρn) is finite. So Lemma 2.1 ensures the existence of a discrete
Kantorovitch potential φn satisfying (after a suitable rescaling by τ−1)
(40) (ρnK − ρn−1K )mK + τ
∑
σ∈ΣK
aσρ
n
σ(φ
n
K − φnL) = 0, ∀K ∈ T .
The above condition is the optimality condition w.r.t. φ in (35). The optimality condition w.r.t.
ρ writes
(41) mKφnK +
τ
2
∑
σ∈Σ0,K
aσ
(
(φnK − φnL)+
)2
=
∂ET
∂ρK
(ρn) +mKpi
n
K , ∀K ∈ T
where the Lagrange multiplier pin = (pinK)K ≤ 0 for the constraint ρ ≥ 0 satisfies 〈pin,ρn〉T = 0.
To prove Theorem 2.4, we thus has to prove that one can set pin = 0 and that the solution to
system (36) is unique.
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Let (ρn, φ˜
n
) be a solution to (40)–(41) with some possibly non-zero Lagrange multiplier pin ≤ 0.
Denote by
Zn = {K ∈ T | ρnK = 0}, Pn = {K ∈ T | ρnK > 0} = (Zn)c.
Then we deduce from (40) and from the upstream choice of the mobility that
0 ≤
∑
L∈NK
aKLρ
n
L(φ˜
n
L − φ˜nK)+ = −ρn−1K
mK
∆t
≤ 0, ∀K ∈ Zn.
Hence the following alternative holds for all the neighbours L ∈ NK of K ∈ Zn:
(42) L ∈ Zn or φ˜nK ≥ φ˜nL.
Let φn be such that φn ≥ φ˜n with φnK = φ˜nK on Pn, then it follows from the upwinding that (40)
holds for all K ∈ T , while (41) holds for K ∈ Pn.
Reproducing the proof of Lemma 2.5, there exists a unique solution
(
φ
n
K
)
K∈Zn
to the system
GK
((
φ
n
L
)
L∈Zn
)
=
1
mK
∂ET
∂ρK
(ρn), ∀K ∈ Zn,
and, since ∂ET∂ρK (ρ
n) ≥ ∂ET∂ρK (ρn) + pinK , the monotonicity of G yields φ
n
K ≥ φ˜nK for all K ∈ Zn. Then
define φn ∈ RT by
φnK =
{
φ
n
K if K ∈ Zn,
φ˜nK if K ∈ Pn,
it follows from (42) that (ρn,φn) fulfills (40). Moreover, it follows from the upwinding in (41) and
from (42) that Equation (41) for K ∈ Pn does not depend on (φnK)K∈Zn , so that (ρn,φn) satisfies
also (41), but with pin = 0. Finally, owing to Lemma 2.5, φn is unique, concluding the proof of
Theorem 2.4. 
2.4. Comparison with the classical backward Euler discretization. The scheme (32) is
based on a “first discretize then optimize” approach. We have built a discrete counterpart of 12W
2
2
and a discrete energy ET , then the discrete dynamics is chosen in an optimal way by (32). In
opposition, the continuous equation (1) can be thought as the Euler-Lagrange optimality condition
for the steepest descent of the energy. A classical approach to approximate the optimal dynamics
is to discretize directly (1), leading to what we call a “first optimize then discretize” approach. It is
classical for the semi-discretization in time of (1) to use a backward Euler scheme. If one combines
this technic with upstream weighted Finite Volumes, we obtain the following fully discrete scheme:
(43) (ρˇnK − ρn−1K )mK + τ
∑
σ∈ΣK
aσρˇ
n
σ(φˇ
n
K − φˇnL) = 0, with φˇnK =
1
mK
∂ET
∂ρK
(ρˇn), ∀K ∈ T .
This scheme has no clear variational structure in the sense that, to our knowledge, ρˇn is no longer
the solution to an optimization problem. However, it shares some common features with our
scheme (32): it is mass and positivity preserving as well as energy diminishing.
Proposition 2.6. Given ρn−1 ∈ PT , there exists at least one solution (ρˇn, φˇn) ∈ PT × RT to
system (43), which satisfies
(44) ET (ρˇn) + 1
τ
ΨT (ρˇn;ρn−1 − ρˇn) + τΨ∗T (ρˇn; φˇ
n
) ≤ ET (ρn−1).
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Proof. Summing (43) over K ∈ T provides directly the conservation of mass, i.e., 〈ρˇn,1〉T =
〈ρn−1,1〉T . Assume for contradiction that Kn = {K ∈ T | ρˇnK < 0} 6= ∅, then choose K? ∈ Kn
such that φˇnK? ≥ φˇnK for all K ∈ Kn. Then it follows from the upwind choice of the mobility in (43)
that ∑
σ∈ΣK?
σ=K|L
aσρˇ
n
σ(φˇ
n
K? − φˇnL) ≤ 0,
so that ρˇnK? ≥ ρn−1K? ≥ 0, showing a contradiction. Therefore, Kn = ∅ and ρˇn ≥ 0. These two a
priori estimates (mass and positivity preservation) are uniform w.r.t. τ ≥ 0, thus they are sufficient
to prove the existence of a solution (ρˇn, φˇ
n
) to (43) thanks to a topological degree argument [39].
Let us now turn to the derivation of the energy / energy dissipation inequality (44). Multiply-
ing (43) by φˇnK and summing over K ∈ T provides
〈ρˇn − ρn−1, φˇn〉T + 2τΨ∗T (ρˇn; φˇ
n
) = 0.
The definition of φˇ
n
and the convexity of ET yield 〈ρˇn − ρn−1, φˇn〉T ≥ ET (ρˇn)− ET (ρn−1). Thus
to prove (44), it remains to check that
(45)
1
τ
ΨT (ρˇn;ρn−1 − ρˇn) = τΨ∗T (ρˇn; φˇ
n
) =
1
τ
Ψ∗T (ρˇ
n; τ φˇ
n
).
In view of (29), τ φˇ
n
is a discrete Kantorovitch potential sending ρn−1 on ρˇn for the mobility
corresponding to ρˇn. Therefore (45) holds as a consequence of (30). 
Next proposition provides a finer energy / energy dissipation estimate than (33), which can
be thought as discrete counterpart to the energy / energy dissipation inequality (EDI) which is a
characterization of generalized gradient flows [2, 46].
Proposition 2.7. Given ρn−1 ∈ PT , let ρn be the unique solution to (32) and let ρˇn be a solution
to (43), then
ET (ρn) + τΨ∗T (ρn;φn) + τΨ∗T
(
ρˇn; φˇ
n
)
≤ ET (ρn−1),
where φˇ
n
is defined by mK φˇnK =
∂ET
∂ρK
(ρˇn) for all K ∈ T .
Proof. Since ρˇn belongs to PT , it is an admissible competitor for (32), thus
(46) ET (ρn) + 1
τ
ΨT (ρn;ρn−1 − ρn) ≤ ET (ρˇn) + 1
τ
ΨT (ρˇn;ρn−1 − ρˇn).
Combining this with (44) and bearing in mind that 1τΨT (ρ
n;ρn−1 − ρn) = τΨ∗T (ρn;φn) thanks
to (30), we obtain the desired inequality (46). 
3. Convergence in the Fokker-Planck case
In this section, we investigate the limit of the scheme when the time step τ and the size of
the mesh hT tend to 0 in the specific case of the Fokker-Planck equation (3). The size of the
mesh is defined by hT = maxK∈T hK with hK = diam(K). To this end, we consider a sequence(Tm,Σm, (xK)K∈Tm)m≥1 of admissible discretizations of Ω in the sense of Section 2.1 and a sequence
(τm)m≥1 of time steps such that limm→∞ τm = limm→∞ hTm = 0. We also make the further
assumptions on the mesh sequence: there exists ζ > 0 such that, for all m ≥ 1,
(47a) hK ≤ ζdσ ≤ ζ2hK , ∀σ ∈ ΣK , ∀K ∈ Tm,
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(47b) dist(xK ,K) ≤ ζhK , ∀K ∈ Tm,
and
(47c)
∑
σ∈σK
m∆σ ≤ ζmK , ∀K ∈ Tm.
Let T > 0 be an arbitrary finite time horizon, then we assume for the sake of simplicity that
τm = T/Nm for some integer Nm tending to +∞ with m. For the ease of reading, we remove the
subscript m ≥ 1 when it appears to be unnecessary for understanding.
Given V ∈ C2(Ω), we define the discrete counterpart of the energy (4) by
ET (ρ) =
∑
K∈T
mK
[
ρK log
ρK
e−VK
− ρK + e−VK
]
, ∀ρ ∈ RT+,
where VK = V (xK) for all K ∈ T . In view of the above formula, there holds
(48)
∂ET
∂ρK
(ρ) = mK(log(ρK) + VK) ∀K ∈ T .
Given an initial condition %0 ∈ P(Ω) with positive mass, i.e. ∫
Ω
%0dx > 0, and such that E(%0) <∞,
it is discretized into ρ0 =
(
ρ0K
)
K∈T defined by
(49) ρ0K =
1
mK
∫
K
%0dx ≥ 0, ∀K ∈ T .
Note that the energy ET is not in C1(RT+) since its gradient blows up on ∂RT+. However, the
functional ET is continuous and strictly convex on RT+, hence the scheme (32) still admits a unique
solution ρn for all n ≥ 1 thanks to Theorem 2.3, since its proof does not use the differentiability of
the energy. Thanks to the conservativity of the scheme and definition (49) of ρ0, one has
〈ρn,1〉T = 〈ρ0,1〉T =
∫
Ω
%0dx > 0, ∀n ≥ 1.
Let us show that ρn > 0 for all n ≥ 1. To this end, we proceed as in [53, Lemma 8.6].
Lemma 3.1. Assume that %0 has positive mass, then the iterated solutions (ρn)n≥1 to scheme (32)
satisfy ρn > 0 for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, there exists a unique sequence (φn)≥1 of discrete Kan-
torovitch potentials such that the following optimality conditions are satisfied for all K ∈ T and all
n ≥ 1:
φnK +
τ
2mK
∑
σ=K|L∈ΣK
aσ
(
(φnK − φnL)+
)2
= log(ρnK) + VK ,(50)
(ρnK − ρn−1K )mK + τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ(φ
n
K − φnL) = 0.(51)
Proof. Define ρ = 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
%0dx and ρ = ρ1 ∈ PT , and by ρn =
(
ρnK,
)
K∈T = ρ + (1 − )ρn ∈ PT
for some arbitrary  ∈ (0, 1). Since ρn is optimal in (32), there holds
(52)
∑
K∈T
mK
[
ρnK log ρ
n
K − ρnK, log ρnK,
] ≤ ∑
K∈T
mK
(
ρnK, − ρnK
)
VK
+ ΨT (ρn ;ρ
n−1 − ρn )−ΨT (ρn;ρn−1 − ρn).
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The convexity of ρ 7→ ΨT (ρ,ρn−1 − ρ) implies that
ΨT (ρn ;ρ
n−1 − ρn ) ≤ ΨT (ρ;ρn−1 − ρ) + (1− )ΨT (ρn;ρn−1 − ρn),
while the boundedness of V provides∑
K∈T
mK
(
ρnK, − ρnK
)
VK ≤ ‖V ‖L∞(Ω)‖%0‖L1(Ω).
Therefore, the right-hand side in (52) can be overestimated by∑
K∈T
mK
[
ρnK log ρ
n
K − ρnK, log ρnK,
] ≤ C
for some C depending on ρn,ρn−1 and V but not on . Setting Zn = {K ∈ T | ρnK = 0} and
Pn = {K ∈ T | ρnK > 0} = (Zn)c, we have∑
K∈Zn
mK
[
ρnK log ρ
n
K − ρnK, log ρnK,
]
= 
∑
K∈Zn
mKρ log ρ,
and, thanks to the convexity of ρ 7→ ρ log ρ and to the monotonicity of ρ 7→ log ρ,∑
K∈Pn
mK
[
ρnK log ρ
n
K − ρnK, log ρnK,
] ≥  ∑
K∈Pn
mK(ρ
n
K − ρ)(1 + log(ρnK,))
≥ 
∑
K∈Pn
mK(ρ
n
K − ρ)(1 + log(ρ)) ≥ −C.
Then dividing by  and letting  tend to 0, we obtain that
limsup
→0
∑
K∈Zn
mKρ log ρ ≤ C,
which is only possible if Zn = ∅, i.e., ρn > 0. This implies that ET is differentiable at ρn, hence
the optimality conditions (36) hold, which rewrites as (50)–(51) thanks to (48). By the way, the
uniqueness of the discrete Kantorovitch potential φn for all n ≥ 1 is provided by Theorem 2.4. 
Lemma 3.1 allows to define two functions ρT ,τ and φT ,τ by setting
ρT ,τ (x, t) = ρnK , φT ,τ (x, t) = φ
n
K if (x, t) ∈ K × (tn−1, tn].
It follows from the conservativity of the scheme and definition (49) of ρ0 that∫
Ω
ρT ,τ (x, tn)dx = 〈ρn,1〉T = 〈ρ0,1〉T =
∫
Ω
%0dx > 0,
so that ρT ,τ (·, t) belongs to P(Ω) for all t ∈ (0, T ).
The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that %0 ≥ ρ? for some ρ? ∈ (0,+∞) and that E(%0) < +∞, and let(Tm,Σm, (xK)K∈Tm)m≥1 be a sequence of admissible discretizations of Ω such that hTm and τm
tend to 0 while conditions (47) hold. Then up to a subsequence, (ρTm,τm)m≥1 tends in L
1(QT )
towards a weak solution % ∈ L∞((0, T );L1(Ω)) ∩ L2((0, T );W 1,1(Ω)) of (3) corresponding to the
initial data %0.
The proof is based on compactness arguments. At first in Section 3.1, we derive some a pri-
ori estimates on the discrete solution. These estimates will be used to obtain some compactness
on ρTm,τm and φTm,τm in Section 3.2. Finally, we identify the limit value as a weak solution in
Section 3.3.
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3.1. Some a priori estimates. First, let us show that if the continuous initial energy E(%0) is
bounded, then so does its discrete counterpart ET (ρ0).
Lemma 3.3. Given %0 ∈ P(Ω) such that E(%0) < +∞, and let ρ0 be defined by (49), then there
exists C1 depending only on Ω, V and %0 (but not on T ) such that ET (ρn) ≤ C1 for all n ≥ 0.
Proof. It follows from (33) that ET (ρn) ≤ ET (ρ0) for all n ≥ 1. Rewriting ET (ρ0) as
(53) ET (ρ0) = T1 + T2 + T3
with
T1 =
∑
K∈T
mK [ρ
0
K log ρ
0
K − ρ0K ], T2 =
∑
K∈T
mKρ
0
KVK , and T3 =
∑
K∈T
mKe
−VK ,
we deduce from the definition (49) of ρ0 and Jensen’s inequality that
(54) T1 ≤
∫
Ω
[%0 log %0 − %0]dx.
Since V is continuous, there exists x˜K ∈ K such that
∫
K
e−V dx = mKe−V (x˜K). Therefore,
(55) T3 =
∫
Ω
e−V dx+
∑
K∈T
mK [e
−V (xK) − e−V (x˜K)] ≤
∫
Ω
e−V dx+ e‖V
−‖∞‖∇V ‖∞diam(Ω).
Similarly, it follows from the mean value theorem that there exists xˇK ∈ K such thatmKV (xˇK)ρ0K =∫
K
%0V dx. Hence,
(56) T2 =
∫
Ω
%0V dx+
∑
K∈T
mKρ
0
K [V (xK)− V (xˇK)] ≤
∫
Ω
%0V dx+ ‖∇V ‖∞diam(Ω)
∫
Ω
%0dx.
Combining (54)–(56) in (53) shows that ET (ρ0) ≤ E(%0) + C for some C depending only on V , Ω
and %0. 
Our next lemma shows that if %0 is bounded away from 0, then so does ρT ,τ .
Lemma 3.4. Using the convention log(0) = −∞, one has
min
K∈T
[log(ρnK) + VK ] ≥ min
K∈T
[
log(ρn−1K ) + VK
]
, ∀n ≥ 1.
In particular, if %0 ≥ ρ? for some ρ? ∈ (0,+∞), then there exists α > 0 depending only on V and
ρ? (but not on T , τ and n) such that ρn ≥ α1 for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. It follows directly from (50) that log(ρnK) + VK ≥ φnK for all K ∈ T . Let K? ∈ T be such
that φnK? ≤ φnK for all K ∈ T , then the conservation equation (51) ensures that ρnK? ≥ ρn−1K? . On
the other hand, since ∑
σ=K?|L∈ΣK?
aσ
(
(φnK? − φnL)+
)2
= 0,
the discrete HJ equation (50) provides that
φnK? = log(ρ
n
K?) + VK? = minK∈T
[log(ρnK) + VK ] ≥ log(ρn−1K? ) + VK? ≥ minK∈T
[
log(ρn−1K ) + VK
]
.
Assume now that %0 ≥ ρ?, then for all K ∈ T and all n ≥ 0,
log(ρnK) ≥ min
L∈T
[log(ρ0L) + VL]− VK ≥ min
L∈T
log(ρ0L)− 2‖V ‖∞ ≥ log(ρ?)− ‖V +‖∞ − ‖V −‖∞.
Therefore, we obtain the desired inequality with α = ρ?e−‖V
+‖∞−‖V −‖∞ . 
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Our third lemma deals with some estimates on the discrete gradient of the discrete Kantorovitch
potentials (φn)n.
Lemma 3.5. Let (ρn,φn) be the iterated solution to (36), then
(57)
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ(φ
n
K − φnL)2 ≤ C1.
Moreover, if %0 ≥ ρ? ∈ (0,+∞), then there exists C2 depending on Ω, V and %0) such that
(58)
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσ(φ
n
K − φnL)2 ≤ C2.
Proof. Since ET (ρ) ≥ 0 for all ρ ∈ PT , summing (33) over n ∈ {1, . . . , N} yields
N∑
n=1
1
τ
ΨT (ρn;ρn−1 − ρn) ≤ ET (ρ0).
Thanks to (30), the left-hand side rewrites
N∑
n=1
1
τ
ΨT (ρn;ρn−1 − ρn) =
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ(φ
n
K − φnL)2,
so that it only remains to use Lemma 3.3 to recover (57).
Finally, if %0 is bounded from below by some ρ? > 0, then Lemma 3.4 shows that ρnK ≥ α
for some α depending only on ρ? and V . Therefore, since ρnσ is either equal to ρnK or to ρ
n
L for
σ = K|L ∈ Σ, then (58) holds with C2 = C1α . 
The discrete solution ρT ,τ is piecewise constant on the cells. To study the convergence of the
scheme, we also need a second reconstruction ρΣ,τ of the density corresponding to the edge mobil-
ities. It is defined by
(59) ρΣ,τ (x, t) =
{
ρnσ if (x, t) ∈ ∆σ × (tn−1, tn], σ ∈ Σ,
ρnK if (x, t) ∈ K \
(⋃
σ∈ΣK ∆σ
)× (tn−1, tn], K ∈ T .
Lemma 3.6. There exists C3 depending only on ζ and %0 such that
(60)
∫
Ω
ρΣ,τ (x, t)dx ≤ C3, ∀t > 0.
Moreover, there exists C4 depending only on ζ, V and %0 such that
(61)
∫
Ω
ρΣ,τ (x, t) log ρΣ,τ (x, t)dx ≤ C4, ∀t > 0.
Proof. Since t 7→ ρΣ,τ (·, t) is piecewise constant, it suffices to check that the above properties at
each tn, 1 ≤ n ≤ N . In view of the definition of ρΣ,τ , one has∫
Ω
ρΣ,τ (x, t
n)dx ≤
∑
K∈T
∑
σ∈ΣK∩Σext
ρnKmK +
∑
σ∈Σ
ρnσm∆σ .
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The first term can easily be overestimated by
∫
Ω
ρT ,τ (x, tn)dx =
∫
Ω
%0dx. Since ρnσ ≤ ρnK +ρnL, the
second term in the above expression can be overestimated by
∑
σ∈Σ
ρnσm∆σ ≤
∑
K∈T
ρnK
( ∑
σ∈ΣK
m∆σ
)
.
Using the regularity property of the mesh (47c), we obtain that∑
σ∈Σ
ρnσm∆σ ≤ ζ
∫
Ω
%0dx,
so that (60) holds with C3 = (1 + ζ)
∫
Ω
%0dx.
Reproducing the above calculations, one gets that∫
Ω
ρΣ,τ (x, t) log ρΣ,τ (x, t)dx ≤ (1 + ζ)
∫
Ω
ρT ,τ (x, t) log ρT ,τ (x, t)dx
= (1 + ζ)
(
ET (ρn) +
∑
K∈T
mK [ρ
n
K(1− VK)− e−VK ]
)
.
Since ET (ρn) ≤ ET (ρ0) ≤ C1 and since V is uniformly bounded, we obtain that (61) holds with
C4 = (1 + ζ) (C1 + ‖(1− V )+‖∞). 
The last lemma of this section can be thought as a discrete
(
L∞((0, T );W 1,∞(Ω))
)′ estimate on
∂tρT ,τ . This estimate will be used to apply a discrete nonlinear Aubin-Simon lemma [5] in the next
section.
Lemma 3.7. Let ϕ ∈ C∞c (QT ), then define ϕnK = 1mK
∫
K
ϕ(x, tn)dx for all K ∈ T . There exists
C5 depending only on ζ, T, %0, d, such that
N∑
n=1
∑
K∈T
mK(ρ
n
K − ρn−1K )ϕK ≤ C5‖∇ϕ‖L∞(QT ).
Proof. Multiplying (51) by ϕnK and summing over K ∈ T and n ∈ {1, . . . , N} yields
A :=
N∑
n=1
∑
K∈T
mK(ρ
n
K − ρn−1K )ϕK = −
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ(φ
n
K − φnL)(ϕnK − ϕnL).
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on the right-hand side then provides
(62) A2 ≤
 N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ(φ
n
K − φnL)2
 N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ(ϕ
n
K − ϕnL)2
 .
The first term in the right-hand side is bounded thanks to Lemma 3.5. On the other hand, the
regularity of ϕ ensures that there exists x˜K ∈ K such that ϕ(xK , tn) = ϕnK for all K ∈ T . Thanks
to the regularity assumptions (47a)–(47b) on the mesh, there holds
|ϕnK − ϕnL| ≤ ‖∇ϕ‖∞|x˜K − x˜L| ≤ (1 + 2ζ(1 + ζ))‖∇ϕ‖∞dσ, σ = K|L.
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Hence, the second term of the right-hand side in (62) can be overestimated by
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ(ϕ
n
K − ϕnL)2 ≤ (1 + 2ζ(1 + ζ))2‖∇ϕ‖2∞
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
mσdσρ
n
σ
≤ (1 + 2ζ(1 + ζ))2d‖∇ϕ‖2∞
∫∫
QT
ρΣ,τdxdt
≤ (1 + 2ζ(1 + ζ))2C3Td‖∇ϕ‖2∞,
the last inequality being a consequence of Lemma 3.6. Combining all this material in (62) shows
the desired estimate with C5 = (1 + 2ζ(1 + ζ))
√
C1C3Td. 
3.2. Compactness of the approximate solution. The goal of this section is to show enough
compactness in order to be able to pass to the limit m→∞. For the sake of readability, we remove
the subscript m unless necessary.
Owing to Lemma 3.3, one has ET (ρn) ≤ C1 for all n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Proceeding as in the proof
of Lemma 3.6, this allows to show that
(63)
∫
Ω
ρT ,τ (x, t) log ρT ,τ (x, t)dx ≤ C6, ∀t ∈ (0, T ]
for some C6 depending only on %0, ζ and V . Combining de La Vallée Poussin’s theorem with
Dunford-Pettis’ one [56, Ch. XI, Theorem 3.6], there exists % ∈ L∞((0, T );L1(Ω)) such that, up to
a subsequence,
(64) ρTm,τm tends to % weakly in L
1(QT ) as m tends to +∞.
Since ρ 7→ ρ log ρ is convex, f 7→ ∫∫
QT
f log fdxdt is l.s.c. for the weak convergence in L1(QT ) (see
for instance [11, Corollary 3.9]), so that (63) yields
(65)
∫∫
QT
% log %dxdt ≤ C6T.
Moreover, since ρT ,τ ≥ α thanks to Lemma 3.4, then % ≥ α too.
Our goal is to show that % is the unique weak solution to the Fokker-Planck equation (3) corre-
sponding to the initial data %0. Even though the continuous problem is linear, (64) is not enough
to pass to the limit in our nonlinear scheme. Refined compactness have to be derived in this section
so that one can identify % as the solution to (3) in the next section. To show enhanced compactness
(and most of all the consistency of the scheme in the next section), we have to assume that the
initial data is bounded away from 0.
Proposition 3.8. Assume that %0 ≥ ρ? ∈ (0,+∞), then, up to a subsequence,
ρTm,τm −→
m→∞ % strongly in L
1(QT ),(66)
log ρTm,τm −→
m→∞ log % strongly in L
1(QT ),(67)
φTm,τm −→
m→∞ log %+ V strongly in L
1(QT ).(68)
Proof. Our proof of (66)–(67) relies on ideas introduced in [47] that were adapted to the discrete
setting in [5]. Define the two convex and increasing conjugated functions defined on R+:
Υ : x 7→ ex − x− 1 and Υ∗ : y 7→ (1 + y) log(1 + y)− y,
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then the following inequality holds for any measurable functions f, g : QT → R:
(69)
∫∫
QT
|fg|dxdt ≤
∫∫
QT
Υ(|f |)dxdt+
∫∫
QT
Υ∗(|g|)dxdt.
Now, notice that since ρT ,τ is bounded from below thanks to Lemma 3.4 and bounded in L1(QT ),
then log ρT ,τ is bounded in Lp(QT ) for all p ∈ [1,∞) and Υ(| log(ρT ,τ )|) is bounded in L1(QT ). As
a consequence, there exists ` ∈ L∞((0, T );Lp(Ω)) such that
(70) log ρTm,τm −→
m→∞ ` weakly in L
1(QT ).
Since f 7→ ∫∫
QT
Υ(|f |) is convex thus l.s.c. for the weak convergence, we infer that Υ(|`|) belongs
to L1(QT ). Moreover, in view of (65), Υ∗(%) belongs also to L1(QT ). Therefore, thanks to (69),
the function %` is in L1(QT ).
Define the quantities
rnK =
τ
2mK
aσ
∑
σ∈ΣK
(
(φnK − φnL)+
)2 ≥ 0, ∀K ∈ T , ∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N},
and by rT ,τ ∈ L1(QT ) the function defined
rT ,τ (x, t) = rnK if (x, t) ∈ K × (tn−1, tn],
Thanks to Lemma 3.5, ‖rT ,τ‖L1(QT ) ≤ 12C2τ . As a consequence, rTm,τm tends to 0 in L1(QT ) as
m tends to +∞.
Let ξ ∈ Rd be arbitrary, we denote by Ωξ = {x ∈ Ω | x + ξ ∈ Ω}. Then using (50) and the
triangle inequality, we obtain that for all m ≥ 1, there holds∫ T
0
∫
Ωξ
|log ρTm,τm(x+ ξ, t)− log ρTm,τm(x, t)|dxdt ≤ A1,m(ξ) +A2,m(ξ) +A3,m(ξ),
where, denoting by VT (x) = VK if x ∈ K, we have set
A1,m(ξ) =
∫ T
0
∫
Ωξ
|rTm,τm(x+ ξ, t)− rTm,τm(x, t)|dxdt,
A2,m(ξ) =
∫ T
0
∫
Ωξ
|φTm,τm(x+ ξ, t)− φTm,τm(x, t)|dxdt,
A3,m(ξ) = T
∫
Ωξ
|VTm(x+ ξ)− VTm(x)|dx.
Since (rTm,τm)m≥1 and (VTm)m≥1 are compact in L
1(QT ) and L1(Ω) respectively, it follows from
the Riesz-Frechet-Kolmogorov theorem (see for instance [11, Exercise 4.34]) that there exists ω ∈
C(R+;R+) with ω(0) = 0 such that
(71) A1,m(ξ) +A3,m(ξ) ≤ ω(|ξ|), ∀ξ ∈ Rd, ∀m ≥ 0.
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On the other hand, the function φT ,τ belongs to L1((0, T );BV (Ω)) and the integral in time of its
total variation in space can be estimated as follows:∫∫
QT
|∇φTm,τm | =
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
mσ|φnK − φnL|
≤
d|Ω|T N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
mσ(φ
n
K − φnL)2
1/2 ≤ C7.
with C7 =
√
d|Ω|TC2. This implies in particular that A2,m(ξ) ≤ C7|ξ| for all m ≥ 1. Combining
this estimate with (71) in (50) yields
(72) sup
m≥1
∫ T
0
∫
Ωξ
| log ρTm,τm(x+ ξ, t)− log ρTm,τm(x, t)|dxdt −→|ξ|→0 0.
The combination of (72) with Lemma 3.7 is exactly what one needs to reproduce the proof of [5,
Proposition 3.8], which shows that the product of the weakly convergent sequences (ρTm,τm)m and
(log ρTm,τm)m converges towards the product of their weak limits:
(73)
∫∫
QT
ρTm,τm log ρTm,τmϕdxdt −→
m→∞
∫∫
QT
%`ϕdxdt, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞c (QT ).
Let us now identify ` as log(%) thanks to Minty’s trick. Let κ > 0 and ϕ ∈ C∞c (QT ;R+) be arbitrary,
then thanks to (73),
0 ≤
∫∫
QT
(ρTm,τm − κ) (log ρTm,τm − log κ)ϕdxdt −→
m→∞
∫∫
QT
(%− κ) (`− log κ)ϕdxdt.
As a consequence, (%− κ) (`− log κ) ≥ 0 a.e. in QT for all κ > 0, which holds if and only if
` = log %. To finalize the proof of (66)–(67), define
cm = (ρTm,τm − %)(log ρTm,τm − log %) ∈ L1(QT ;R+), ∀m ≥ 1.
Then (73) implies that ∫∫
QT
cmϕdxdt −→
m→∞ 0, ∀ϕ ∈ C
∞
c (QT ), ϕ ≥ 0.
As a consequence, cm tends to 0 almost everywhere in QT , which implies the ρTm,τm tends almost
everywhere towards % (up to a subsequence). Then (66)–(67) follow from Vitali’s convergence
theorem (see for instance [56, Chap. XI, Theorem 3.9]).
Finally, one has φT ,τ = log ρT ,τ +VT −rT ,τ . In view of the above discussion, the right-hand side
converges strongly in L1(QT ) up to a subsequence towards log % + V , then so does the left-hand
side. This provides (68) and concludes the proof of Proposition 3.8. 
Next lemma shows that ρΣ,τ shares the same limit % as ρT ,τ .
Lemma 3.9. Assume that %0 ≥ ρ? ∈ (0,+∞), then
‖ρΣm,τm − ρTm,τm‖L1(QT ) −→m→∞ 0.
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Proof. Thanks to Lemma 3.6, it follows from the de La Vallée-Poussin and Dunford Pettis theorems
that (ρΣm,τm)m≥1 is relatively compact for the weak topology of L
1(QT ). Combining this with (64),
we infer that, up to a subsequence, (ρΣm,τm − ρTm,τm)m≥1 converges towards some w weakly in
L1(QT ). Thanks to Vitali’s convergence theorem, it suffices to show that from any subsequence of
(ρΣm,τm − ρTm,τm)m≥1, one can extract a subsequence that tends to 0 a.e. in QT (so that the whole
sequence converges towards w = 0), or equivalently
(74) ‖log ρΣm,τm − log ρTm,τm‖L1(QT ) −→m→∞ 0,
since both (ρΣm,τm)m≥1 and (ρTm,τm)m≥1 are bounded away from 0 thanks to Lemma 3.4. Bearing
in mind the definition (59) of ρΣm,τm , and one has
‖log ρΣ,τ − log ρT ,τ‖L1(QT ) ≤
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
m∆σ | log ρnK − log ρnL|.
Using (50) and the triangle inequality, one gets that
‖log ρΣ,τ − log ρT ,τ‖L1(QT ) ≤ R1 +R2 + TR3,
with
R1 =
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
m∆σ |φnK − φnL|, R2 =
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
m∆σ |rnK − rnL|,
and
R3 =
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
m∆σ |VK − VL|.
Using again that dm∆σ = dσmσ ≤ ζhTmσ thanks to (47a), one has
R1 ≤ ζ
d
hT
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
mσ|φnK − φnL| ≤
C7ζ
d
hT −→
m→∞ 0.
Since |rnK − rnL| ≤ rnK + rnL, the regularity assumption (47c) on the mesh implies that
R2 ≤
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
K∈T
∑
σ∈ΣK
m∆σr
n
K ≤ ζ‖rT ,τ‖L1(QT ) −→m→∞ 0.
Since V is Lipschitz continuous, |VK −VL| ≤ ‖∇V ‖∞dσ ≤ ζ‖∇V ‖∞hT for all σ = K|L ∈ Σ thanks
to (47a). Therefore,
R3 ≤ ζ‖∇V ‖∞|Ω|hT −→
m→∞ 0,
so that (74) holds, concluding the proof of Lemma 3.9. 
3.3. Convergence towards the unique weak solution. Our next lemma is a important step
towards the identification of the limit % as a weak solution to the continuous Fokker-Planck equa-
tion (3). Define the vector field FΣ,τ : QT → Rd by
FΣ,τ (x, t) =
{
dρnσ
φnK−φnL
dσ
nKσ if (x, t) ∈ ∆σ × (tn−1, tn],
0 otherwise.
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Lemma 3.10. Assume that %0 ≥ ρ? ∈ (0,+∞), then, up to a subsequence, the vector field FΣm,τm
converges weakly in L1(QT )d towards −∇% − %∇V as m tends to +∞. Moreover, √% belongs to
L2((0, T );H1(Ω)), while % belongs to L2((0, T );W 1,1(Ω)).
Proof. Let us introduce the inflated discrete gradient GΣ,τ of φT ,τ defined by
GΣ,τ (x, t) =
{
d
φnL−φnK
dσ
nKσ if (x, t) ∈ ∆σ × (tn−1, tn],
0 otherwise,
so that FΣ,τ = −ρΣ,τGΣ,τ . Thanks to Lemma 3.5,
‖GΣ,τ‖2L2(QT )d = d
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσ(φ
n
K − φnL)2 ≤ dC2,
thus we know that, up to a subsequence, GΣ,τ converges weakly towards some G in L2(QT )d as
m tends to +∞. Since φT ,τ tends to log % + V , cf. (68), then the weak consistency of the inflated
gradient [24, 26] implies that G = ∇(log %+ V ).
Define now HΣ,τ =
√
ρΣ,τGΣ,τ , then using again Lemma 3.5,
‖HΣ,τ‖2L2(QT )d = d
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ(φ
n
K − φnL)2 ≤ dC1,
so that there exists H ∈ L2(QT )d such that, up to a subsequence, HΣ,τ tends to H weakly in
L2(QT )
d. But since √ρΣ,τ converges strongly towards √% in L2(QT ), cf. Lemma 3.6, and since
GΣ,τ tends weakly towards ∇(log %+V ) in L2(QT )d, we deduce thatHΣ,τ tends weakly in L1(QT )d
towards √%∇(log % + V ) = 2∇√% +√%∇V = H. In particular, √% belongs to L2((0, T );H1(Ω)).
Now, we can pass in the limit m→ +∞ in FΣ,τ = −√ρΣ,τHΣ,τ , leading to the desired result. 
In order to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.2, it remains to check that any limit value % of the
scheme is a solution to the Fokker-Planck equation (3) in the distributional sense.
Proposition 3.11. Let % be a limit value of (ρTm,τm)m≥1 as described in Section 3.2, then for all
ϕ ∈ C∞c (Ω× [0, T )), one has
(75)
∫∫
QT
%∂tϕdxdt+
∫
Ω
%0ϕ(·, 0)dx−
∫∫
QT
(%∇V +∇%) · ∇ϕdxdt = 0.
Proof. Given ϕ ∈ C∞c (Ω× [0, T )), we denote by ϕnK = ϕ(xK , tn). Then multipying (51) by −ϕn−1K
and summing over K ∈ T and n ∈ {1, . . . , N} leads to
B1 +B2 +B3 = 0,
where we have set
B1 =
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
K∈T
mK
ϕnK − ϕn−1K
τ
ρnK , B2 =
∑
K∈T
mKϕ
0
Kρ
0
K ,
and
B3 = −
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ (φ
n
K − φnL)
(
ϕn−1K − ϕn−1L
)
.
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Since ρT ,τ converges in L1(QT ) towards %, cf. Proposition 3.8, and since ϕ is smooth,
B1 −→
m→∞
∫∫
QT
%∂tϕdxdt.
It follows from the definition (49) of ρ0K that the piecewise constant function ρ
0
T , defined by ρ
0
T (x) =
ρ0K if x ∈ T , converges in L1(Ω) towards %0. Therefore, since ϕ is smooth,
B2 −→
m→∞
∫
Ω
%0ϕ(·, 0)dx.
Let us define
B′3 =
∫∫
QT
FΣ,τ · ∇ϕdxdt.
Then it follows from Lemma 3.10 that
B′3 −→
m→∞ −
∫∫
QT
(%∇V +∇%) · ∇ϕdxdt.
To conclude the proof of Proposition 3.11, it only remains to check that
|B3 −B′3| ≤
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
aσρ
n
σ |φnK − φnL|
∣∣∣∣∣ϕn−1K − ϕn−1L + 1τm∆σ
∫ tn
tn−1
∫
∆σ
dσ∇ϕ · nKL
∣∣∣∣∣ dxdt.
Since ϕ is smooth and since dσnKL = xK − xL thanks to the orthogonality condition satisfied by
the mesh, ∣∣∣∣∣ϕn−1K − ϕn−1L + 1τm∆σ
∫ tn
tn−1
∫
∆σ
dσ∇ϕ · nKL
∣∣∣∣∣ dxdt ≤ Cϕdσ(τ + dσ)
for some Cϕ depending only on ϕ. Therefore,
|B3 −B′3| ≤ Cϕ(τ + dσ)
N∑
n=1
τ
∑
σ=K|L∈Σ
mσρ
n
σ |φnK − φnL| .
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one gets that
|B3 −B′3| ≤ Cϕ(τ + dσ)C1d ‖ρΣ,τ‖L1(QT ) −→m→∞ 0
thanks to Lemma 3.6. 
4. Numerical results
To check the correctness and reliability of our formulation we performed some numerical tests.
Before that, we are going to present some details on the solution of the nonlinear system involved
in the scheme.
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4.1. Newton method. Due to the explicit formulation of the optimality condition of the saddle
point problem (35), it appears extremely convient to use a Newton method for their solution. Given
un−1 = (φn−1,ρn−1) ∈ R2T solution of the scheme at the time step n − 1, the Newton method
aims at constructing a sequence of approximations of un as un,k+1 = un,k + dk, dk = (dkφ,d
k
ρ)
being the Newton direction, solution to the block-structured system of equations
(76) Jkdk =
[
Jkφ,φ J
k
φ,ρ
Jkρ,φ J
k
ρ,ρ
] [
dkφ
dkρ
]
=
[
fkφ
fkρ
]
.
In the above linear system, fkφ and f
k
ρ are the discrete HJ and continuity equations evaluated in
un,k, and Jkφ,φ, J
k
φ,ρ, J
k
ρ,φ and J
k
ρ,ρ are the four blocks of the Hessian matrix J
k of the discrete
functional in (35) evaluated in un,k. The sequence converges to the unique solution un as soon
as the initial guess is sufficiently close to it, which is ensured for a sufficiently small time step by
taking un0 = un−1. The algorithm stops when the `∞ norm of the discrete equations is smaller
than a prescribed tolerance or if the maximum number of iterations is reached. It is possible to
implement an adaptative time stepping: if the Newton method converges in few iterations the time
step τ increases; if it reaches the maximum number of iterations the time step is decreased and
the method restarted. Issues could arise if the iterate un,k reaches negative values, especially if the
energy is not defined for negative densities. To avoid this problem two possible strategies may be
implemented: the iterate may be projected on the set of positive measure by taking un,k = (un,k)+;
the method may be restarted with a smaller time step.
In case of a local energy functional, as it is the case for the Fokker-Planck and many more
examples, the block Jkρ,ρ is diagonal and therefore straightforward to invert. System (76) can be
rewritten in term of the Schur complement and solved for dkφ as
(77)
[
Jkφ,φ − Jkφ,ρ (Jkρ,ρ)−1 Jkρ,φ
]
dkφ = f
k
φ − Jkφ,ρ (Jkρ,ρ)−1 fkρ,
while dkρ = (J
k
ρ,ρ)
−1 (fkρ − Jkρ,φ dkφ).
Proposition 4.1. The Schur complement Sk = Jkφ,φ − Jkφ,ρ (Jkρ,ρ)−1 Jkρ,φ is symmetric and neg-
ative definite.
Proof. Sk is symmetric since Jkφ,φ and J
k
ρ,ρ are, while J
k
φ,ρ = (J
k
ρ,φ)
T . The matrix Jkρ,ρ is positive
definite since the problem is strictly convex, whereas Jkφ,φ is negative definite if ρ
n,k
K > 0,∀K ∈
T , since the problem is strictly concave, but it is semi-negative definite if the density vanishes
somewhere. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that the matrix Jkφ,ρ = (J
k
ρ,φ)
T = M + Ak is
invertible. M is a diagonal matrix such that (M)K,K = mK , whereas
(Ak)K,K = τ
∑
σ=K|L∈ΣK
aσ(φ
n,k
K − φn,kL )+ ≥ 0,
and, for L 6= K,
(Ak)K,L = −τaσ(φn,kL − φnK)+ ≤ 0 if σ = K|L, (Ak)K,L = 0 otherwise.
Therefore the columns of Ak sum up to 0, so that (Jkφ,ρ) is a column M-matrix [28] and thus
invertible. 
In case the matrix Jkρ,ρ is simple to invert it is then possible to decrease the computational
complexity of the solution of system (76). Moreover, it is possible to exploit for the solution of
system (77) symmetric solvers, which are computationally more efficient than non-symmetric ones.
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Figure 1. Sequence of regular triangular meshes.
4.2. Fokker-Planck equation. We first tackle the gradient flow of the Fokker-Planck energy,
namely eq. (3). In section 3 we showed the L1 convergence of the scheme. Consider the specific
potential ρV (x) = −ρgx: for this case it is possible to design an analytical solution and test the
convergence of the scheme. Consider the domain Ω = [0, 1]2, the time interval [0, 0.25] and the
following analytical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (built from a one-dimensional one):
ρ(x, y, t) = exp(−αt+ g
2
x)(pi cos(pix) +
g
2
sin(pix)) + pi exp(g(x− 1
2
)),
where α = pi2 + g
2
4 . On the domain Ω = [0, 1]
2, the function ρ(x, y, t) is positive and satisfies the
mixed boundary conditions (∇ρ+ρ∇V ) ·n|∂Ω = 0. We want to exploit the knowledge of this exact
solution to compute the error we commit in the spatial and time integration. Consider a sequence
of meshes
(Tm,Σm, (xK)K∈Tm) with decreasing mesh size hTm and a sequence of decreasing time
steps τm such that
hTm+1
hTm
= τm+1τm . In particular, we used a sequence of Delaunay triangular meshes
such that the mesh size halves at each step, obtained subdividing at each step each triangle into
four using the edges midpoints. Three subsequent partitioning of the domain are shown in figure
1. Let us introduce the following mesh-dependent errors:
n1 =
∑
K∈Tm
|ρnK − ρ(xK , nτ)|mK , → discrete L1 error
L∞ = max
n
(1n), → discrete L∞((0, T );L1(Ω)) error,
L1 =
∑
n
τ n1 , → discrete L1((0, T );L1(Ω)) error,
where ρ(xK , nτm) is the value in the cell center of the triangle K of the analytical solution at
time nτm, n running from 0 to the total number of time steps Nm. The upstream Finite Volume
scheme with implicit Euler discretization of the temporal derivative is known to exhibit order one of
convergence applied to this problem, both in time and space. This means that the L∞((0, T );L1(Ω))
and L1((0, T );L1(Ω)) errors halve whenever hT and τ halve. We want to inspect whether scheme
(36) recovers the same behavior.
For the sequence of meshes and time steps, for m going from one to the total number of meshes,
we computed the solution to the linear Fokker-Planck equations and the errors, using both the
Finite Volume scheme and scheme (36). The results are shown in Table 1. For each mesh size and
time step m, it is represented the error together with the rate with respect to the previous one.
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Table 1. Time-space convergence for the two schemes. Integration on the time
step [0, 0.25].
FV LJKO
h dt L∞ r L1 r L∞ r L1 r
0.2986 0.0500 0.1634 / 0.0350 / 0.1463 / 0.0334 /
0.1493 0.0250 0.0856 0.932 0.0176 0.997 0.0651 1.169 0.0145 1.120
0.0747 0.0125 0.0434 0.979 0.0087 1.015 0.0449 0.535 0.0066 1.134
0.0373 0.0063 0.0218 0.996 0.0043 1.009 0.0297 0.598 0.0033 1.007
0.0187 0.0031 0.0109 0.999 0.0022 1.004 0.0174 0.770 0.0017 0.943
0.0093 0.0016 0.0054 1.000 0.0011 1.001 0.0095 0.870 0.0009 0.947
Table 2. Time-space convergence for scheme (36). Integration on the time step
[0.5, 0.25].
LJKO
h dt L∞ r L1 r
0.2986 0.0500 0.1186 / 0.0216 /
0.1493 0.0250 0.0618 0.9411 0.0109 0.9857
0.0747 0.0125 0.0307 1.0110 0.0053 1.0311
0.0373 0.0063 0.0152 1.0116 0.0026 1.0213
0.0187 0.0031 0.0076 1.0078 0.0013 1.0119
0.0093 0.0016 0.0038 1.0042 0.0006 1.0062
Scheme (36) exhibits the same order of convergence of the FV scheme. It is noticeable that the
rate of convergence of scheme (36) senses a big drop and then recovers order one, especially in the
L∞((0, T );L1(Ω)) error. This is due to the fact that the initial condition ρ(xK , 0) is too close to
zero, and in particular equal to zero on the set 1 × [0, 1], and scheme (36) tends to be repulsed
away from zero due to the singularity of the gradient of the first variation of the energy. In Table 2
we repeated the convergence test for the time interval [0.05, 0.25]: the convergence profile sensibly
improves.
To further investigate and compare the behavior of scheme (36) with the FV, we computed also
the energy decay along the trajectory. We call dissipation the difference E(ρ) − E(ρ∞), where ρ∞
is the final equilibrium condition, the long time behavior. Since we are discretizing a gradient flow,
its dissipation is a useful criteria to assess the goodness of the scheme. The long time value of the
energy is equal to:
E( lim
t→∞ ρ) =
∫
Ω
lim
t→∞(ρ log ρ− ρgx)dx
= exp(
g
2
)(
pi log(pi)
g
+
pi
2
− pi
g
) + exp(−g
2
)(−pi log(pi)
g
− pi
2
+
pi
g
).
It is possible to define the equilibrium solution also on the discrete dynamics on the grid. Namely,
the equilibrium solution for the dynamic defined on the grid is
ρ∞K = M exp(−VK), VK = V (xK),
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as it can be easily checked to be the unique minimizer of the discrete energy Eh =
∑
K∈T E(ρK)mK
subject to the constraint of the conservation of the mass,
∂
∂ρK
(Eh + λ ∑
K∈T
(ρK − ρ0K)mK
)|ρ∞K = ( log ρ∞K + 1 + VK + λ)mK = 0, ∀K ∈ T
=⇒ ρ∞K = exp(−(1 + λ)− VK) = M exp(−VK), ∀K ∈ T ,
with λ lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint. M is the constant that makes (ρ∞K )K∈T
have the same total mass:
M =
∑
K∈Th ρ
0
KmK∑
K∈Th exp
−VK mK
.
It is immediate to observe that this is indeed the equilibrium solution in the FV scheme, since with
such density the potential in (43) is constant:
φK =
δEh(ρ)
δρK
|ρ∞K = log ρ∞K + 1 + VK = logM − VK + 1 + VK = logM + 1, ∀K ∈ T .
For the scheme (36) instead, as it appears clear from Lemma 2.1, whenever ρnK = ρ
n−1
K ,∀K ∈ T ,
as it is the case for an equilibrium solution, the potential is constant. From the potential equation
one gets again
φK =
δEh(ρ)
δρK
|ρ∞K = logM + 1,∀K ∈ T .
In Figure 2 it is represented the semilog plot of the dissipation of the system, computed for the
scheme (36) and the FV one, Eh(ρK)−Eh(ρ∞K ), and the real solution, E(ρ)−E(ρ∞). In Figure 2a it
is noticeable that scheme (36) scheme dissipates the energy faster than the FV one, being indeed a
bit more diffusive. This is an expected behavior since the scheme is built to maximize the decrease
of the energy and this is actually one of the main strength of the approach. In Figure 2b, one can
see that the two dissipations tends to the real one when finer mesh and smaller time step are used,
for both schemes, despite the fact that (36) still dissipates faster. In the end, in Figure 2c it is
remarkable that for a very small time step the dissipation of the two schemes tends to coincide, as
it is expected. For the time parameter going to zero the two schemes coincide.
4.3. Porous medium equation. Consider again the domain Ω = [0, 1]2. The porous medium
equation,
∂tρ = ∆ρ
m +∇ · (ρ∇V ),
has been proven in [51] to be a gradient flow in Wasserstein space with respect to the energy
E(ρ) =
∫
Ω
1
m− 1ρ
m + ρV,
for a given m strictly greater than one. Our aim is to show that scheme (36) works regardless of
the positivity assumption on the initial measure ρ0. For this reason, we use a confining potential
V (x) = 12 ||x− 0.5||22. The equilibrium solution of the gradient flow should then be the Barenblatt
profile ρ∞(x) =
(
m−1
2m max(1− ||x||2)
) 1
m−1 .
In Figure 3 the evolution of an initial density with compact support is shown for the case m = 4.
As expected, the solution converges towards the Barenblatt profile.
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(a) T = 3, τ = 0.01, h = 0.1493. Dissipation over the time interval [0, T ] and detail.
(b) T = 3, τ = 0.0063, h = 0.0373. Dissipation over the time interval [0, T ] and detail.
(c) T = 3, τ = 0.0001, h = 0.1493. Dissipation over the time interval [0, T ] and detail.
Figure 2. Comparison of the dissipation of the system computed with the two
numerical schemes and in the real case. Semi-logarithmic plot.
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(a) t=0 (b) t=0.001
(c) t=0.01 (d) t=1
Figure 3. Evolution of an initial density close to a dirac. In each picture the
scaling is different for the sake of the representation.
4.4. Salinity intrusion problem. We want to show now that scheme (36) can be used for the
solutions of systems of equations of the type of eq. (1). We consider the problem of salinity intrusion
in an unconfined aquifer. Under the assumption that the two fluids, the fresh and the salty water,
are immiscible and the domains occupied by each fluid are separated by a sharp interface, the
problem can be modeled via the system of equations
(78)
{
∂tf −∇ · (νf∇(f + g + b)) = 0 inΩ× (0, T )
∂tg −∇ · (g∇(νf + g + b)) = 0 inΩ× (0, T )
completed with the no-flux boundary conditions
∇f · n = ∇g · n = 0 on ∂Ω× (0, T ),
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(a) t=0 (b) t=0.1
(c) t=0.5 (d) t=10
Figure 4. Evolution of the two interfaces of salt (red) and fresh (blue) water.
and initial conditions f(t = 0) = f0, g(t = 0) = g0, with f0, g0 ∈ L∞(Ω), f0, g0 ≥ 0. The quantities
f , g, and b represent respectively the thickness of the fresh layer of water, the thickness of the salty
water layer and the height of the bedrock. Therefore the quantity b+ g represents the height of the
sharp interface separating the two fluids. The parameter ν = ρfρs is the ratio between the constant
mass density of the fresh and salt water. Equation (78) has been proven in [37] to be a Wasserstein
gradient flow with respect to the energy
E(f, g) =
∫
Ω
(ν
2
(f + g + b)2 +
1− ν
2
(g + b)2
)
dx.
Figure 4 represents the bedrock b and the evolution of the surfaces of salt water, b + g, and of
fresh water, b + g + f (see [1] for a full description of the test case). Also this case is not covered
from the theoretical analysis we performed on the convergence of the scheme but still scheme (36)
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works. As already said, from numerical evidences the scheme works under much more general and
mild hypotheses.
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